Diagnosis of Alzheimer Disease using EEG Signals
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Abstract— Alzheimer Disease is the Neuro-degenerative disease, which consists of the common form of dementia. It is the most expensive disease in the modern society & characterized by cognitive, intellectual as well as behavioral disturbance. Due to this, the early diagnosis of the disease is essential as it helps the patients & also his family to take preventive measures. EEG can be used the standardized tool for diagnosis of Alzheimer disease. Various abnormalities are found in the EEG signals of the patients suffering from Alzheimer disease. Hence, the need is to develop the detection of the disease in early stage called as Dementia, the first stage called Mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Role of EEG in diagnostic & clinical research of Alzheimer disease has become more useful in present decades. In present, the most critical task includes the diagnosis of the AD & its early detection in the preclinical stage. The need is to improve the diagnosis accuracy of the EEG signal. The paper presents the ideas of increasing the accuracy of the signal by using various methods. Basically, abnormalities in the EEG signals are characterized by slowing of signals, shift of power spectrum to low frequencies etc. In this way, EEG can be as the tool for the early diagnosis of Alzheimer disease.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer disease is one of the Neuro-degenerative diseases which are found to be complex in the present scenario. It is the common form of dementia & by the time it affects the brains cells [1] [2]. Its prevalence in the world is assumed to be doubled in next 20 years [3]. In 2012, the World Health Organization and Alzheimer’s disease International released a report calling on governments to implement national dementia plans focusing on 1) raising public awareness about the disease and reducing stigma, 2) improving early diagnosis, and 3) providing better care and more support to Caregivers [4]. As AD is assumed to be increased in the near future due to the aging phenomenon, several measures are taken into the consideration for the early diagnosis of disease in the early stage. AD is mainly characterized by the neuronal widespread loss of cells, neurofibrillary tangles, and senile plaques in Hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, neocortex and other brain regions [5]. In the pre-clinical stage of the disease, there are no basically reliable and valid symptoms detected to allow a very early diagnosis. In the mild stage of the disease, memory impairment & loss are noticed. In the moderate stage of dementia, language difficulties become more such as word finding difficulties, paraphasia etc. As the disease goes in progression, several deficits are found in cognitive abilities such as judgment, abstract or logical reasoning, planning, and organizing [6]. In the final stage called as the severe AD, almost all cognitive functions are severely damaged, and motor functions including chewing and swallowing are profoundly disturbed [7].

Presently, it was estimated that there are 44.4 millions of people suffering from dementia in the world. It was also estimated that this number will increase till 75.6 million in 2030, and 135.5 million in 2050. It was also observed that 61% of the people suffering from dementia are from the developed countries. The fastest growth in the elderly population is taking place in China, India, and their south Asian and western Pacific neighbors [8].

There are basically no proper symptoms for cause of AD. But, some cases are generally accepted for the genetic differences. Some of the hypothesis are used for the understanding the cause of AD. Some of the common hypothesis includes the genetics, cholinergic hypothesis, Amyloid hypothesis, tau hypothesis etc. Another hypothesis is also made that AD is also caused by the age related myelin breakdown in the brain. Air pollution is also one of the contributing factors for the development of the Alzheimer disease. Early diagnosis of the disease in early stage is essential in both the Mild AD & MCI stage as medications can be applied in an early stage. Early diagnosis of the disease also raises the chances of treating the disease at a nascent stage. It allows the patients family to take financial decisions related to the disease, and to plan for the future needs and care of the patients.

II. METHODS
Numerous clinical methods are extensively used for the diagnosis of Alzheimer disease such as neuroimaging techniques, physiological markers, and genetic analyses. Neuroimaging is one of the well-accepted methods for definitive diagnosis of dementia. Various Neuro-imaging methods are used for the diagnosis of the Alzheimer disease. Several methods such as single-photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT), positron emission tomography (PET), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been successful for recognizing AD at an early stage. But the main problem of PET & SPECT is they impose the radiation risks. Other disadvantages are their costs; which
are much expensive, time consuming & inconvenient. So, apart from all these Neuro-imaging methods; EEG is one of the standard methods used for the diagnosis of the Alzheimer disease.

The use of the Electroencephalography is considered as the one of the approach for mass screening the population at risk for Alzheimer’s. EEG is noninvasive, repeatable, and can be easily executed at home through wireless body area networks as a personalized medical tool. EEG is also a direct correlate of brain function that is used clinically to monitor brain activity. It is shown that non-linear analysis of the sampled EEG data have shown the unique features to reveal the diagnosis of the neurological diseases such as Alzheimer, Epilepsy & Parkinson’s [9][10].

Table.1 Comparative Study of various techniques developed by Researchers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Method Used</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>Independent Component Analysis</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>Conventional spectral analysis and nonlinear dynamical methods.</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>Nonlinear Analysis of EEG via Tsallis Entropy.</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Quantitative (qEEG) method for measuring the EEG variabiliy to improve the classification accuracy</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Relative power and complexity measures as features to classify the disease.</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>Integrative EEG biomarkers to predict the diagnosis</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>M3 approach to classify AD. M3 is multi-modal imaging and multi-level characteristics with multi-classifier</td>
<td>89.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. EEG Based Diagnosis

As discussed earlier, EEG is one of the methods used for the diagnosis of the AD. The advantages of AD includes that they are inexpensive, convenient & cheap. Along with this, certain abnormalities are found in the EEG of the patients suffering from the Alzheimer disease or who are in the first stage called Mild Cognitive impairment (MCI). Numerous studies have investigated the potential of EEG as a diagnostic tool for AD [11][12][13][14][15]. The abnormalities found in the patients are the i) Slowing of the EEG signals ii) reduced complexity of the EEG signals, and iii) perturbations in EEG synchrony [16][17][18][19][20][21].

a) Slowing of EEG signals:

It is one of the most important phenomenon observed in the EEG of patient suffering from AD. Studies have shown that an EEG signal slows down as the Mild Cognitive impairment & Alzheimer disease is caused. The MCI/AD is also associated with the increase in the power of the low frequencies (delta and theta band, 0.5–8Hz) and a decrease of power in higher frequencies (alpha and beta, 8–30Hz).

From the above of the signals it was shown that transient oscillations in the EEG of MCI and AD patients occur more often at low frequencies compared to healthy control subjects. Thus, these transients also exhibit slowing of the signals.

b) Reduced Complexity of EEG Signals:

Various methods are used for the reducing the complexity of the EEG signals. Several methods have been used for the complexity of EEG signals in MCI and AD Patients. Different methods such as information theory [22] [23], Tsallis entropy [23], approximate entropy [25], multi-scale entropy [27, 28], sample entropy & mutual information and Lempel-Ziv complexity [24] are used to quantify EEG complexity.

c) Perturbation of Synchrony Measures:

Many different measures of synchrony have been employed in the physical sciences, signal processing and in the study of neurobiology. Numerous studies have shown the decreased EEG synchrony in MCI/AD patients. The main problem is that most studies use just one measure or very few measures, and many of those studies analyze different data sets; consequently, it is difficult to rigorously compare the various measures. Various synchrony measures obtained from the EEG signals are affected by the brain signals. Pearson Correlation Coefficient, Magnitude and Phase Coherence, Granger Causality, Phase Synchrony are some of the synchrony measures used for the diagnosis of the Alzheimer disease.
III. METHODOLOGY

In our proposed methodology, firstly we are acquiring the EEG signal by using the EEG electrodes. The EEG electrode cap is used for the signal acquisition which is put on the patient’s head for recording of the signal. For the placement of the electrodes, we are using the standard 10-20 electrode system. The following figure shows the block diagram of proposed system.

![Block Diagram of Proposed System](image)

**a) EEG Unit:** It is used for measurement of EEG signal. This is done by using the electrodes. Many BCIs use an electrode cap, in which the electrodes are already in the right places, typically according to the “international 10-20 system”. It saves time because the electrodes do not have to be attached one by one. (Typically, less than 10 electrodes are used in online).

**b) Pre-Processing:** This includes amplification, initial filtering of EEG signal artifact removal. Also A/D conversion is made, i.e. the analog EEG signal is digitized. Additionally to obtain more enhanced EEG signals various methods such as the Blind Source separation [29], independent component analysis [30] are used. After the above method again the EEG signal is post processed using the time frequency domain. Various techniques such as the Wavelet transform, Sparsification & Bump Modeling [31] are used for the same.

**c) Feature Selection & Extraction:** In this stage, certain features are extracted from the pre-processed & digitized EEG signal. In the easiest form, a certain frequency range is selected and the amplitude relative to some reference level is measured. Typically the features are certain frequency bands of a power spectrum. The power spectrum (which describes the Frequency content of the EEG signal) can be calculated using, for example, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the transfer function of an autoregressive (AR) model or wavelet Transform. Also, after bump modeling, the signals under investigation are represented by the set of parameters that describe the bumps [31].

**d) Classification:** The features extracted in the previous stage are the input for the classifier. The classifier can be anything from a simple linear model to a complex non-linear neural network that can be trained to diagnose the disease. In our proposed methodology, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) or Support Vector Machine (SVM) [32] can be used for the classification.

**e) Diagnosis:** Based on the output of the Classifier, we can detect whether the person is suffering from Alzheimer Disease or he is in the early stage of the AD called as the Mild cognitive impairment (MCI).

EEGLAB is found to be an interactive MATLAB toolbox which is used for processing the continuous and event-related EEG, MEG and other electrophysiological data using independent component analysis (ICA), time/frequency analysis, and other methods including artifact rejection. EEGLAB provides an interactive graphic user interface (GUI) allowing users to flexibly and interactively process their high-density EEG and other dynamic brain data using independent component analysis and/or time/frequency analysis (TFA), as well as standard averaging methods.

IV. RESULTS

At the end of the research, it is expected that we get the high accuracy (upto 95%) of the EEG signal for detection of the Alzheimer disease. By watching the nature of the above signal according to the frequency bands classified we can also detect stage of the Alzheimer disease for example the early stage dementia, later stage Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) & last stage Severe Alzheimer disease.

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE SCOPE

In this way, we can use EEG as a means of diagnosis of Alzheimer disease. Various abnormalities are found in the EEG signals. Slowing of EEG signals, reduced complexity, Perturbations in synchrony measures are some of the abnormalities found. Various different features extraction methods as well as classifiers can be used for early detection of the disease. Thus, EEG can be used as the inexpensive, convenient tool for diagnosis of Alzheimer disease. In future, various different algorithms as well as classifiers such as neural networks can be used for increasing the accuracy of diagnosis of the disease in early stage. Research Challenges includes the increase of accuracy upto 95% of EEG signal to detect the disease in the early stage, use of different classifiers for classification purpose & to remove the artifacts in EEG signal are some them. In future, the above system can also be made portable.
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